Over the Easter Holidays, try to complete as many of these eggciting Easter activities as you can.
There will be some resources linked to these activities available on the website too.

Read The Easter Story and re-tell it in any way that you would like- this could be hand written as a
story, made into a comic/cartoon strip with drawings, typed up on the computer or any other
creative way you can think of!
Write an Easter acrostic poem. You could use any Easter related words that you like e.g. Easter,
Bunny, Chocolate, Good Friday etc.
Make some chocolate crispy nest cakes. You could then write some of your own step-by-step
instructions with photographs of each stage!
Make an Easter word search for someone else to complete. Use as many Easter related words as
you can think of!
Design an Easter egg. You could use the template provided or make your own! Try to make your
design as unique as possible!
Go on an Easter hunt in your house or garden. This could be to search for real chocolate eggs or you
could be creative and make your own pretend eggs to hide.
Make an Easter card or cards for your loved ones. You could give these to people in your house or
send them off to people that you haven’t seen for a while.
Do some relaxing mindfulness Easter colouring.
Try to come up with some Easter jokes! Let’s see who can write the funniest one!
Try some Easter origami!
Weave a paper Easter egg basket.
Have an egg and spoon race with your household- use hard-boiled eggs or pretend ones so it
doesn’t make a mess!
Read some classic stories linked to Easter, rabbits, chocolate etc. A few ideas include: The Tale of
Peter Rabbit, Charlie and the Chocolate Factory, Watership Down, The Great Chocoplot, Chicken
Little.
Do some gardening. Plant some seeds if you can- this could be outside or in a pot indoors.
Create an Easter themed board game. It could be based on a classic well-known game like Snakes
and Ladders (Rabbits and Burrows?!) or you could design your own with your own set of rules!
Try to write a story using as many egg puns as you can! For eggsample….’This eggcellent activity list
is full of eggsellent ideas! The words don’t have to begin with ‘egg’- ‘My leggs were aching after the
race!’ You could use other words linked to eggs too like ‘shell’, ‘yolk’, ’fry’ etc.
Have a go at one or more of these fun science Easter experiments: https://www.sciencesparks.com/easter-stem-challenges/
Try to name as many countries as you can using the Easter Egg Hunt World Map. Use an atlas or the
internet if needed.
Have a go at the Easter Maths co-ordinates activity.
Crack the code! Try to solve ‘The Mystery of the Explosive Easter Eggs’ using your SPaG skills.

